STAINLESS STEEL SKID MOUNT SPRAYERS

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty stainless steel tanks with mechanical and jet agitation

• Full round design and bottom sump for better agitation and draining

• 16 inch stainless steel access port

• Three tank configurations*:
  » 430 gallons split 305/125
  » 560 gallons split 360/200
  » 840 gallons split 200/150/490

• Steel skid frame with elevated hose reel mounts

• Hydracell diaphragm pumps with 20 or 40 gpm output

• Honda and Vanguard gas engines

• Hannay hose reels with electric or hand crank rewind

• Lightweight PVC spray hose and a variety of spray guns

*Custom skids available upon request

OPTIONS

• Hose Reel Roller Guides

SLIDING AIR GAP FILL SYSTEM

HIGH OUTPUT PUMP PACK

CONVENIENT OPERATION CONTROL STATION
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